
 For an operator in the hospitality industry, dealing with supply chain used to be simple. You determined 
what you needed and then negotiated the best price. Not only is this a limited way of thinking today, but it simply 
does not allow you to grow and be a thriving brand for years to come. 
 Welcome to the new world of foodservice supply chain. You must still work to get the best price on like 
items, but there are so many other complexities to understand and contend with. Today’s supply chain needs are 
much broader than pricing and require a keen understanding of such things as, accurate forecasting and the factors 
affecting forecasts, LTO strategies and management, choosing the right trading partners that provide visibility 
throughout the supply chain, understanding your trading partners food safety protocols, investing in and 
implementing the right technology, and finally, understanding the ever-changing consumer demands. 
 To manage these complexities an operator must first have an internal collaborative approach that includes 
Operations, Culinary/R&D, Marketing, Finance, Quality Assurance/Food Safety, IT, and Supply Chain and 
Procurement.  CEOs and equity investment partners are also now engaged.  Internal alignment on these complex 
supply chain issues is critical prior to engaging trading partners.  
Let’s look at what has created these complexities: 

- Commodity pricing fluctuations, often due to adverse weather conditions 
- Labor shortages increasing transportation costs 
- Increased number of LTOs stressing the supply chain (The top 230 restaurant chains and convenience stores 

average 402 new items collectively per month.  Source:  Datassential)  
- Consumer demand for visibility from “fork to farm” due to food safety outbreaks 
- Consumer demand for clean label, locally sourced and organic requires new trading partners 
- Smaller restaurant footprints due to declining on-premise dining and increased take-out and delivery 
- New technology that must be integrated and adopted 

 Are we still talking about supply chain?  Yes, we are.   Not only does supply chain require strategic 
planning on a multitude of issues, you must also understand foodservice trends and insights. Does my customer 
want this item? Will I increase check averages with loyal customers or increase traffic by adding this item? Can I 
build menu items that work with the price point I need? Can I source the ingredients at a consistent price and will I 
use enough product to make it worthwhile for my manufacturer and distributor partners? Is this product traceable 
through the supply chain and are there potential food safety issues? Does this menu item require additional labor 
and do I have qualified staff to execute it? 
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 These are all opportunities. Opportunities lead to solutions that will generate ongoing sustainability. 
Working collaboratively with your manufacturers and distributors can help create solutions and lead to greater 
visibility for all involved and ultimately better results.  Operators must set clear objectives and manufacturers and 
distributors need to have the processes and capabilities in place to work within the framework supplied by the 
operator.  At the same time operators must have realistic expectations as to what their trading partners can provide.  
Clear visibility from all partners will lead to positive results for all parties.  
 Speaking of visibility, what happens when all the romaine in the country is recalled and there is no answer 
to where the issue occurred. What about all those Caesar salads you are selling? Is there enough other lettuce to 
replace romaine? Without romaine, the cost of lettuce skyrockets and your customers want their salads. Can you 
really discontinue salads or prohibitively raise the price? This is a big opportunity without a solution. More of a 
major obstacle. It is something that is going to require serious collaboration with your partners. 
 Also, while managing the complexities of the total supply chain, it is no longer good business to create a 
menu and forget about it for a year. You can lock certain products in for a year, but you will likely pay a premium. 
What about produce? Are you ready to put specific vegetables like asparagus and Brussel sprouts on your menu 
long term? Based on the markets, there is great risk in doing that.  Operators should consider what is a good value 
and what is not? A spike in a key protein can completely distort food costs and ultimately the bottom line. Since 
you are not going to eliminate this protein, you need to react quickly. Consider what other proteins are available to 
use as an LTO. Work with your manufacturer and distributor partners to identify alternatives that fit into your 
quality standards and cost parameters and appeal to your patrons. 
 Work on other savings opportunities to offset rising costs. It’s not just about center of the plate or core 
menu items. Your disposables and other supplies need to be the right products at the right price as well. 
It is also extremely important to purchase the right product for the job. For example, the tomatoes you purchase for 
chopping and using in salsa should be different than the ones you purchase for your salads. Is it more expensive to 
buy broccoli florets vs broccoli crowns? What is going into the trash and are you using all the by-products of the 
broccoli crowns? What you purchase is no longer as simple as using line item spreadsheeting. There are so many 
factors which go into what you need to spend and what you have historically purchased may not be the right 
product for success in the future.  
 Another factor in the supply chain world is that there is too much to do and not enough time. Supply chain 
staffs are being reduced and there are many more moving parts to contend with. It is becoming a necessity to work 
with experienced consultants and specialists who have broad core competencies and can provide the roadmap for a 
return on your investment.  
 One of the most significant factors driving change in the supply chain is that consumers are more 
demanding than ever.  The consumer wants what they want, when they want it, how they want it, how to purchase 
it and where to consume it, all on their terms.  Providing the consumer with fresh, organic, local and additive-free 
ingredients has almost become table stakes. Consumers are now demanding transparency throughout the supply 
chain.  They want to understand what they are eating, where it came from and where it’s been. Tracing product 
from farm to fork has been the mantra in the last few years, the new mantra is “fork to farm.” Supply chain teams 
must have open lines of communication in place with all trading partners and work collaboratively with all 
manufacturers and distributors to provide their patrons with the visibility they are demanding. 
 Complacency will lead to decreased revenue and profits.  Embrace the future, because the future is now. 
Get your internal team aligned as one and collaborate up and down the supply chain with all strategic trading 
partners. Stay apprised of what your competition is doing, what the consumer is demanding and find the right 
foodservice specialists who can help you on the road to success. 

Bruce is an partner of Kinetic 12 (www.kinetic12.com) consulting firm and is a national author and speaker.  His 
recent book, Secrets to Ongoing Success, Keeping Yourself and Your Organization Fresh, is available on Amazon.  
He can be reached at 617-455-9396 or bruce@kinetic12.com. 
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